The vision - Creating spaces
Art See Ocean Gallery is a newly opened artist in
residence in the heart of Sweden, run by artists
Stefan and Theresa Lekberg. Art See Ocean
Gallery is located in the most beautiful nature
reserve, where the forest meet the sea.
Stefan Lekberg is a abstract painter and since he
moved into the old farm six years ago he
transformed it into a exclusive gallery.

We spent the past three years in our own creative
process and now we are building up studios and
living spaces for artist residencies and want to
share the beauty of this place with the rest of the
world and fellow creators, the public and creative
community. Please help us to complete the
creation of our dream - Art See Ocean Gallery! As
Stefan says, "Beauty is the hardest to take in, you
have to prepare it its own space," and so we offer
you a retreat, a place in nature and solitude.

Artists in residence
Contributors will have a chance to follow the
growth of not only Art See and the facilities, but
also be the first to meet the artists from around
the world who come to visit.
To celebrate with our Kickstarter backers, we are
head starting the secret `Behind the scenes
backers blog´. That will continue all through 2108,
with monthly newsletters. Treat yourself to 2018 be
a year of inspiration, creation and contemporary
art!
We thank you for support of creative spaces and
say 'Welcome!' to all of you artists and creators
around the world!

Emily Dumas, upcoming artist in residence!

The Houses- Currently, the residence can
accommodate two residents, but we plan to
expand space to accommodate six.
The Studios- We currently have one studio in the
big house. Three larger studios in total 100 sq.
meters, are currently under construction in the
barn, including a kitchenette and facilities.
We would like to offer these to artists as soon as
possible!

